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Abstract: Facial attractiveness enhancement is becoming more and more important for beautification. So I am proposing flexible region aware mask technique for three major skin attributes: homogeneity, lighting, and color. For implementing such specific facial attractiveness, there is a new region-aware mask generation technique which is based on the edit propagation techniques. The region-aware masks allow the user to beautify faces. This paper proposes an input image which is decomposed into three different layers by using edge-preserving filter. After decomposing the facial landmarks and significant edges as the restraints, layer masks which are generated based on the guided image of energy minimization technique. Our method could beautify faces automatically using the guided image. The result which has come based on the various databases.
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1. Introduction

People have always sought out beauty and countless philosophers, artists, and scientists have tried to capture the nature of beauty. Facial attractiveness has been studied extensively as an important part of aesthetics, and recent is consistent among individuals, regardless of their gender, ethnicity, or age. A universal definition of beauty remains ambiguous, but the consistent perception of facial attractiveness indicates that machine-based analysis of facial beauty and facial beautification will probably have many useful applications, as well as role in research.

Face makeup which is used for a beautification purpose is to change an appearance using special cosmetics such as foundation, powder, cream, etc. Many times females do makeup to enhance her beauty using foundation and loose powder which are usually used to change the texture of face’s skin. Foundation is mainly used to cover up her defect and skin texture, while the loose powder is used for looking pleasant.

Afterwards, some other color makeup, such as rouge, eye liner and shadow, etc. which used on top of the powder.

When a female enters a beauty salon, she selects image from a catalog and tells the beautician to apply the same makeup on her. Before going to actual task, it would be helpful. Traditionally, the female have two choices for trying out makeup. One is to physically apply the makeup, which is time consuming and requires the patience. Alternatively, she can try digitally makeup by digital photography and with the help of photo editing software, such as Adobe Photoshop™. But using such photo editing software it takes much effort on such a tedious work.

In this paper our approach is based on physical method. First, we decompose the guided image (subject) and example image into three layers separately: intensity layer, skin detail layer, and color layer[34]-[36]. Basically the intensity layer contains eyes, nose, mouth, etc. The skin detail layer contains the skin texture, including dark circles, wrinkles etc. The color layer represents the smoothness of skin. After the three layers are decomposed, face makeup by guided image can be considered as transferring the skin detail layer and color layer from the makeup are based on the subject image while preserving the face structure layer of the subject image.

Figure 1: Face makeup by example. (a) A subject image (b) An example style image, [11]. (c) The result of our approach.

2. Literature Review

Face beautification is generally used for an Advertisements, magazines and Facebook, which manipulate plentiful facial images every day. The image-editing software system are available (such as Adobe Photoshop) is more popular for face beautification but some modification is still take some time. As well as social network has become more popular for image enhancement. Mostly the users requirement is immediately do facial beautification with the minimum number of operations to avoid endless manipulations. There
for it is useful to develop a face image enhancement technique that is effective, convenient, and flexible. The increasing demand for face image retouching has worked on many methods, such as facial geometric beautification [34], digital facial makeup [29], personal photo enhancement [20], and hair modeling [21].

In the last few years facial skin beautification [24]-[26] has become one of the most important and time-consuming tasks during face image editing. When facial skin is manipulated the edited regions should be selected accurately by a facial mask to avoid visual artifacts. It is possible to draw (or paint) mask manually, but this involves many complex operations. According to the recent research, there are two ways of obtaining facial mask. The first method regards facial mask generation as a specific image segmentation problem, which involves integrating the facial priors into a segmentation model. Another method called asan edit propagation technique has been proposed [37], to achieve this goal, in which user frequently propagates the entire image according to the pixel affinity.

The first step in all the faces contained in the images are located, along with their key features. First it generate a bounding box around each faces. To extract human face from given image, many algorithms have been proposed. Skin color detection algorithms proposed to extract the skin parts from image. Most of these approaches use statistical method to find out the boundary of human skin color space. There are some requirements of a skin color model.

### 2.1 Facial Beautification

Blanz and Vetter [22], [23] to generate attractive face image. In facial beautification facial geometry [34], is one of the important facial attributes that affects attractiveness and it has been studied widely to generate attractive face using 3-D morphable models.

Eisenth et al. [33] to generate attractiveness, it predicted attractiveness using machine-learning methods, including K-nearest neighbor algorithm and support vector regression. For facial attractiveness three major attributes that influence smoothness, lighting, and color.

For Facial skin manipulation Lee et al. [26] generated a skin segmentation map using a Gaussian mixture model and Bayesian segmentation to allow automatic skin smoothness enhancement. Chen et al. [25] performed automatic skin color enhancement based on color temperature-insensitive skin color detection and edited faces using a bilateral filter with poisson image cloning.

During facial beautification (or even general image editing), one of the key stages is to isolate the editing regions and determine the relative adjustment level between these regions. It accomplish both task simultaneously using a layer mask. However, general mask painting is a time-consuming and tedious task. It looks attractive if produce the mask automatically, but mask generation is very challenging due to the high facial variances in the real-world condition.

There is not much previous work addressing digital face makeup. The most closely related work is that of Tong et al. [15], is to change the appearance which is learned from a pair of sample image of the same image “before” and “after” makeup. The out come of the result “after” splitting of the image which is used “before”. Then the result which has come is multiplied by another image to achieve the better result. In contrast, our approach requires only one “after” subject image. This is more flexible and practical, as providing the “before” image is rather difficult in most cases. The makeup is used to change the texture of face skin. Because the original texture varies from person to person. After makeup it shows the changes for different faces. Thus, it is incorrect to apply the change across two faces.

Another approach by Ojima et al. [10] is used a pair of “be-reaved” makeup. However, only the foundation effect is addressed in their work. In contrast, Tsumura et al. [16] is worked on physical model to extract vital fluid and melanin components. Changes in facial appearance are simulated by adjusting the amount of vital fluid and melanin. The effects they demonstrated includetanning, reddening due to alcohol consumption, aging and cosmetic effects. However, the cosmetic effects are quite limited, and are much simpler than real makeup. Besides, an online commercial software, Taaz [13], provides users with virtual makeup on face by simulating the effects of specified cosmetics.

Furthermore some existing works also focus on the beautification of face photos. It proposed an automated face photo retouching method aiming to detect and remove spot, beauty mark, and acne from faces. Another technique is used to implement the face structure and to enhance the beauty. However, this may also change the identity of the image, as face structure is normally considered as a key to represent as an identity. Similarly, we achieve the goal of beautification by changing the skin detail layer and color, while faithfully preserving the face structure.

The idea of image processing by example can be found in image [5]. Image analogies provide a general framework to classified an image in different styles. This technique is used to learns how pixel values change from a pair of “be-reved” images as example. Earlier, we saw the difference is that our approach learns the effects after alteration, while their approach learns the way of altering image pixels.

Shan et al. [12] proposed method to transfer the texture across two images. Their method of transferring fine texture is similar to ours in spirit. They used the quotient of the original image and a Gaussian smoothed version of the image to represent the texture. The quotient is multiplied to the smoothed version of another image. This is similar to our layer decomposition. However, there are many differences. First, the Gaussian blur they used may produce halo effect at the strong edges. In contrast, edge presmoothingsmooth [9] used to separate the layers, which successfully suppresses the halo effects. Moreover, they only focus on texture transfer; but it is also important to keep color consistent. We separately transfer the skin detail in lightness channel and color in color channel. In addition, they focused on transferring texture, while our goal is to transfer makeup effect, which is more complex.
3. Methodology

The preprocessing step in all the faces consist of the images are located, along with their basic features. This is done by first generating a bounding box around each face, later on it identifying the location of the chin, nose, mouth, eyes, and eyebrows of each person. As a rough figure is sufficient for our purpose, a polygonal model is used to represent the feature figure.

Face detection is proficient using a multi-view face detector based on the Viola et al. [4], which depend on cascading classifiers in such a way that the classifiers in the early stage quickly discard simple non-face regions and in the latter stage it has designed to classify more complex cases. Using AdaBoost algorithm Each classifier is made up of a set of weak binary classifiers, which are learned from a training set.

In this paper to extract face from given image, many algorithms have been proposed. Viola et al. proposed an efficient face detection technique [4]. There are three main principles in their algorithm, including the integral image, Ada boost, and cascade classifier. Later on Lienhart et al. proposed Haar-like features for object detection [2]. In this paper apply Lienhart’s frontal face classifier [6] and Hameed’s eye classifier [7] to extract human face and human eyes from given image respectively.

The objective of human eye detection is to subtract the effect of non-skin tone Element from detected human face. The result of human face detection and human eye detection. The workflow of our approach is illustrated that there are four main steps. First, face alignment should be done between the subject and guided images. Because the information is transferred pixel by pixel, a fully alignment is necessary before transferring. Followed is layer decomposition. It can be decomposed into three layers: face structure layer, skin detail layer, and the color layer. Third, information from each layer is transferred to corresponding layer in different fashions: skin detail is transferred in an additive way color is transferred by alpha blending highlight and shading effects in face structure layer are transferred in the way of gradient editing Finally, three resultant layers are composed together.

3.1 Face Alignment

For face alignment, the method which is used called as Thin Plate Spline (TPS) [1] to warp the guided image to subject image. The control points required by TPS are obtained using an extended Active Shape Model (ASM) [8].

Due to the dissimilarity of face appearance under various possible make up, ASM may not get the accurate position of points. Our proposed method may still require user to refine the position of control points. Since the control points have been roughly located already, the refinement does not require much effort. It usually takes less than 1 minute to refine the control points for a face.

The control points have defined different face components, viz eyebrows, eyes, nose, nostrils, lips, mouth cavity (the space between lips), and other facial skin (the rest of the face). These components are further divided into three classes to be treated in different ways during makeup. These three classes (C1 ~ C3) are illustrated in different colors. C1 (the skin region, the entire face excluding C2 and C3) follows the workflow. Since the texture of C2 (lips) varies greatly from person to person and the region of C2 is easy to deform, we use a special method to transfer the makeup style in this region. C3 (eyes and mouth cavity) is kept untouched all the time during entire makeup process.

3.2 Layer Decomposition

The subject image and guided image (after warping) are first decomposed into color and lightness layers. We then further decompose the lightness layer into face structure and skin detail layers.

Large-scale/detail layer decomposition has been done in many layers, such as [3] and [19]. The main idea is first to perform an edge-preserving smoothing operator on the luminance layer to obtain the large scale layer, and then to subtract (or divide) the large scale layer from the lightness layer to obtain the detail layer. This approach is based on weighted least-squares (WLS) operator recently proposed by Farbman et al. [9]. An alternative method is bilateral filtering [14], which was used in many previous works. We choose this WLS operator because of its better performance compared to the bilateral filter, especially when the blur level increases.

3.3 Feature Extraction

The goal of the feature extraction is to locate significant facial regions, which are used as the constraints for mask generation. The important facial features include facial components (eg, eyes, nose and mouth), details (such as wrinkles caused by expressions), textures (eg, beards and hair), and accessories (such as glasses).

These all features detector could be integrate into the framework, but such implementation is not so easy. by analyzing
these features in this paper it include facial components and regions with meaningful facial attributes.

3.4 Adaptive region aware mask generation

The proposed method which is used to remove the unwanted details (such as spots) as well as adjust the facial attributes (such as skin color) in certain region without changing information in other regions (such as background).

To avoid the tedious mask, proposed method region aware mask using the adaptive edit propagation technique. In this it extracted facial features which is treated as an input data. The pixel value of this data are propagated adaptively.

4. Conclusion

A facial enhancement scheme suggested to beautify face by using adaptive edit propagation technique, which enhance the images using different features detector or called as an operator. Here we use the different features detector which decompose the layers into three parts in an effective manner. The layer which is used to enhance the features it is digital image which edit separate different elements of an image. further we use the GUI System that help automatic and interactive facial skin beautification.
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